Abstract. In this paper, we propose an BGP routing instability detection algorithm that is based on statistics and pattern recognition through deeply learning BGP-4 and seriously analyzing the cause, properties, Manifestations of BGP routing instability, and verify its correctness and effectiveness by using SSFNet simulation experiment. BGP routing instability detection algorithm can accurately detect change points in time series and what type of instability sub-time series with reasonable values of parameters.
Introduction
BGP routing Instability, Generally called route flaps, significantly contributes to poor end-to-end network performance and degrades the overall efficiency of the Internet infrastructure. Routing Instability, informally defined as the rapid change of network reachability and topology information, has a number of origins, including router configuration errors, transient physical and data link problems, and software bugs [1] [2] [3] . All of these sources of network instability result in a large number of routing updates that are passed to the core Internet exchange point. By long-term data collection and dynamic fault injection mechanism in major internet routing switching nodes, the experiments shows [4] that a failed inter-domain connection takes on average 3 minutes [5] to find a new stability route and extremely takes 15 minutes. Routing policy conflict existed in autonomous systems would lead BGP routing tables to flap Continuously [6] .
In view of BGP routing instability problem [7] and the serious problems to the internet, this paper will study BGP routing instability problem to BGP router failures and recovery, BGP routing policy conflicts and worm virus attacks based on master understanding about BGP-4 protocol and mathematical statistics and pattern recognition.
Design of BGP Routing Instability Detection and Analysis
This paper based on SSFNet protocol simulation software simulates routing instability in a series of network behavior in order to collect original training samples data of BGP instability and to calculate feature extraction transformation matrix for projecting high dimensional space data into low dimensional space data. For BGP routing behavior in a certain period of time, firstly we project sample data to be detected into low dimensional space; Secondly we detect change point using BGP routing instability detection and analysis algorithm for partitioning BGP routing behavior to be detected; Thirdly we design classifier to distinguish status of BGP routing instability and type of BGP routing instability about unknown each sub-time series samples using Fisher linear discriminant.
We select optionally a BGP router to collect BGP update messages with various length of AS_PATH path attributes. Then we select the eigenvectors whose eigenvalue arranged in order of size to constitute a feature extraction transformation matrix using Euclidean distance measure of pattern recognition [8] .
Simulation and Feature Extraction
We simulate network structure and behavior of 29 autonomous systems using large network simulation software called SSFNet. We obtain raw feature vector data and get transformation matrix for feature extraction using Euclidean distance measure by three simulations which include BGP router failure and recovery test, BGP routing policy conflicts test and worm virus attacks test. Then we analyze BGP routing instability situation making use of the data collected.
We use perl script process to deal with raw data that was collected from BGP router failure and recovery test, BGP routing policy conflicts test and worm virus attacks test to calculate the number of withdrawal messages and various length of announcement messages in every 300-second intervals. And the range of announcement messages length is 1 to 12. According with the Euclidean distance metric feature extraction method and using Matlab tool [9] , we get the rank of 
and there is only one Non-zero eigenvalue in it. In accord with feature extraction methods we get the Feature extraction transformation matrix A is a 
BGP Routing Instability Detection and Analysis
This section introduces the algorithm process and design of BGP routing instability detection and analysis in detail. We use SSFNet protocol simulation software to design a simulation test which simultaneously contains BGP router failure and recovery and BGP routing policy conflicts. We analyze how algorithm parameters affect correctness and effectiveness of algorithm through the test.
Summary about Algorithm of BGP Routing Instability Detection and Analysis
We extract features form announcement messages with various length of AS_PATH path attributes in each time interval and deal the time series with mean during the entire simulation. Because there is a BGP router failure and recovery, BGP routing policy conflicts or worm attack in the simulation test, so BGP routing messages received from a variety of time series can be used to form time series analysis. Firstly, we divide the origin time series into multiple sub-time series using difference of variance of residuals corresponding two sub-time series obeyed the normal overall distribution. Then, the second step is to optimize the segment boundary position. At last, we divide the whole time series into multiple sub-time series and determine the steady state and what type of BGP routing instability state of each sub-time series using Fisher criterion.
The original initialization and optimal treatment of time series need to use difference of variance of residuals corresponding two sub-time series. In case the residual series is white noise sequence, we specifically introduce the initial partition and optimization of time series.
Initial Division of Time Series
BGP routing instability detection actually detects whether time series has change points. Therefore, BGP routing instability detection problem is changed into a statistical change point detection problem. Solving the online time series segmentation problem need to introduce the following questions: whether it fall into the rejection region 
Optimization Of Initial Division of Time Series
During the division of the time series, the first ML data of each sub-time series are added directly into it. Its purpose is for rapid division. To reduce impact on the initial division of the time series on account of abnormal value and improve the accuracy and precision of the division, we need to re-confirm the first ML data of each sub-time series to which sub-time series it belong.
Suppose that the i th sub-time series of the time series TS is i TS , then we will re-confirm the first ML data of i TS to which sub-time series it belong. Firstly, we merge the first
data of the first ML data into the TS , the ratio of the variance of residuals is bound to much greater than 1 and the corresponding distribution function value is greater than 0.5. We only study the boundary points that make the ratio of the variance of residuals greater than 0.5. We find the maximum deviation 
State Identification and Instability Classification of Time Series
After the end of the time series segmentation, we do linear discriminant analysis for each sub-time series to determine the stability of sub-time series. We use training sample set to establish Fisher linear discriminant function for better classification of samples data. The basic idea of Fisher criterion is to find a method of classification of the best projection line that makes the sample data of multi-dimensional space projected onto the one-dimensional space with the greatest degree distinction through projection line.
We use simulation test of BGP routing instability to obtain the training sample data and obtain the optimal projection weight vector * w according to Fisher criterion function. We use the training sample data to determine the boundary threshold 0 y . Here, we select 0 y in the Eq.1 as boundary point of the stable and unstable condition: (
Where ~1 f is the sample mean of sample data of the stable sub-time series that are projected onto the one-dimensional space, 1 n is the number of sample data of the stable sub-time series; 2 f is the sample mean of sample data of the unstable sub-time series that are projected onto the one-dimensional space, 2 n is the number of sample data of the unstable sub-time series. When we determine whether sub-time series
is stable with the total number of segmentation k , firstly we project the sample data of each sub-time series onto the one-dimensional space to obtain a new sub-time series through the optimal projection vector * w with expression 
we can determine whether sub-time series i TS is stable where 1 C is the class of the stable sample and 1 C is the class of the unstable sample. When we determine the unstable type to which the unstable sub-time series belong, we use the training sample data to obtain the boundary threshold 0 y with the same expression Eq.1.
Where ~1
f is defined as the sample mean of sample data of the BGP router failures and recovery that are projected onto the one-dimensional space, 1 n is the number of sample data of the BGP router failures and recovery; 2 f is defined as the sample mean of sample data of the BGP routing policy conflict that are projected onto the one-dimensional space, 1 n is the number of sample data of the BGP routing policy conflict.
When we determine the unstable type to which sub-time series
belong with the total number of segmentation k , firstly we project the sample data of each sub-time series onto the one-dimensional space to obtain a new sub-time series through the optimal projection vector * w with expression 
We can determine the unstable type to which sub-time series i TS belong where 1 C is the class of the unstable sample caused by BGP router failures and recovery and 1 C is the class of the unstable sample caused by BGP routing policy conflict.
Conclusion
This paper presents an algorithm of BGP routing instability detection and analysis that is based on mathematical statistics and pattern recognition. The algorithm is used to section time series into many sub-time series and judge the states and unstable type of sub-time series through router update messages collected for statistical analysis and Fisher linear discriminant method. Finally, we verified correctness and efficiency of the algorithm through a simulation.
As the algorithm refers to time series modeling, so model type and model order selection have an important relationship with accuracy of BGP routing instability detection and analysis. In addition, the design quality of SSFNet simulation may affect the accuracy of analytical results. How to design effective simulation will be a part of future research.
